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I. INTRODUCTION

For centuries men have been exploring, without great success, alternative

approaches to the control of arms. Here and there one can point to

apparently lasting and significant arms control measures such as the Rush

Bagot Agreement of 1817 which disarmed the Canadian frontier. In spite of

these efforts, very little'real progress has been mde. War and the threat

of war are still mjor instruments of foreign policy.

Sensible men might have despaired and given up the search for an alternative

to war long ago if the consequences were any less frightening. Despite the

air of pessimism and doubt which surrounds the field. scholars from virtually 0
every academic discipline have given the atter their consideration and have

voiced their opinions. Whether driven by guilt or silpy the nagging con-

viction that there must be a solution, scientists have been particularly

active in the quest for a stable peace.

While this interest is both encouraging and gratifying, the concrete results

of our efforts have not been particularly noteworthy. In view of the

frustration and sense of futility which sometimes sweeps over those of us

devoting our time to the study of arms control. it is not unreasonable to

ask why we have not done better. If we can isolate the sources "of our

failure, it my be possible to devise remedies.

One source of failure iso of course, rooted in the nature of man and the

societies he has built. Since the earliest times, the contribution of
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social and psychological forces to armed conflict has been recognized, and any

discussion of thi aspect of the problem falls outside the scope of this

paper. A second source of failure is more germane; It seem reasonable to

suggest that our failure to find solutions E be attributable, Ln Mrt at

least, to our inability to develop acceptable and menng methods for

studying the problem of arms control.

While I do not vish to minimize the contribution of scientists and scholars

to the organization of this field, particularly In the past decade. the

hall rks of scholarship and science are frequently missing from am control

propoals--the rigorous attention to detail, the exploration of past relevant

research, the collection of supporting data, the construction of detailed

research designs. and the Judicious application of appropriate methods.

Instead, one often finds apparently serious proposals for solving these

momentous problems in "Lttrs-to-the-Mlitor" colums, In three- or four-

page articles, and even in paid advertisments. Under the phrase "acceptable

methods," therefore, ve should include the concept of diseipline--for dis-

cipline vould appear to be at the heart of the matter.

Surely our scientifia training and tradition today does not support an

undiscplined approach vhich leaves all the "engineering detalls" to others.

If the problem of arm control could be divorced fros technology--as in the

Scase vith mmbership in a church or political affilation--then the failure

of some of us to attene to en9ineering details would be understandable. t

the primary justification for the scientist being on the sene at all Is that
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he, presumbly, has more to offer than Just another suggestion. Out of his

unique training and experience comes an appreciation for the complexity of

nature and the need for careful control and research design. The challenge

before us is not to offer miscellaneous suggestions, but to match the skills

of the scientists to the problems of arms control.

II. SOME WERDUMAL CONSIDERATIONS -

Our search for a satisfactory match between the scientist and the problem

of arms control should begin, I believe, not with the skills of scientists

but with the nature of reality. It is a commonplace observation that the

world we live in is enormously complex. Where lawful relationships do exist,

they are frequently disguised from the casual observer. We seek to unravel

the simplest thread only to find that it binds together an enormously complex

array of interdependent events. The myth -that the world might be othervise

haa been exposed by many philosophers including Leibnitz (1?), and Whitehead

(23); by psychologists, notAbly Koffka (14), Kohler (15, 16) and lawin (18);

by mathematical physicists such as instein (6); and by mathenatic ans such

as Wiener (24).

Today, m rn of us subsume these ideas under the concept of a system, and

treating reality from a system viewpoint helps one to appreciate the cam-

plexity of the worl. Now should we go about studying such complex phenomena?

There is much to be learned by conside.i the experlmental methods of both

the physical and social soientists, particularly techniques for jontrol IMn

error variance.
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In studying a given system, there is always the danger that we will change it

into an entirely new and different system by contaminating it with variables

which are not normally a part of it or by abstracting away from it essential

elements. Contamination of the experimental environment is a commonly

recognized danger. The danger has been recognized by most physical and

many social scientists. In physics., for exwvpleo the problem was clearly

demonstrated by Heisenberg (9); in social and Industrial psychology, it

has also been demonstrated and sometimes called the Bawthorne Iffect (21).

The control of experimental variables is nothing more than the effort to

preserve and maintain the integrity of essential system elements so that

meaningful data about a system can be collected and reasonable Inferences

drawn.

As the complexity of the system being studid increases, experimental control

in the most rigid sense becomes impossible. Two kinds of steps are then

taken in an effort to preserve the system for controlled observation:

aggregation and distillation.

Aggregation is the term commonly used to describe the clustering of a number

of factors Into a single selected variable. Thus, for exaVl, Clark Abt

(1) has recently described an arm control pas played on a c Muter in

wbch a very large number of crucial variables were agregated. According

to Abt, his strategic model consists of the following six elements:

i. Mjor actors participating in global interations; Western,

astern (Communst) and Neutral blocs.
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2. Actor capabilities to modify themselves and each other; military;

economic, diplomatico psychological, scientific, cultural, and

idealogical.

3. Actor motivations; psychological, cultural, ideological.

i. Actor decisionrnmking; ideal-sensing, reality-sensing, ideal-to-

real discrepancy-measuring, resource-allocating, and inter-bloc

bargaining elements.

5. Master time control coordinating the dynamic interactions of the

operative elements.

6. Master geographic control coordinating the spatial dynamic inter-

actions in 15 global areas.

In addition, Abt's game includes "submodels" for military, ideological,

cultural, psychological. and other factora4  If one seeks to predict real-

world events by techniques of this kindp the assumption that political and

military events can be meaningfully studied when aggregated into all-

inclusive variables of this kind is, of course, subject to considerable

argument. Whatever the merits or demerits of this approach my be, the

method of aggregation is widely used.

The second method I shall call distillation. It consists of systeatically

removing variables in order to create an abstract environment. It is the

classical method of 2$th Century physics. Reichenbch (20) describes it as

follows: "As long as we depend on the observation of occurrences not involv-

ing our assistance, the observable happenings are usually the product of eo
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many factors that we cannot determine the contribution of each individual

factor to the total result. The scientific experiment isolates the factors

from each other; the interference of man creates conditions in which one

factor is shown at work undisturbed by the others, thus revealing the

mechanism of the complex occurrences that happen without man's interference.

The falling of a leaf from a tree, for instance, is a complex occurrence in

which the gravitational force competes with aerodynamic forces resulting from

the flow of air under the sliding leaf, which moves down In a zig course.

If, on the one hand, we exclude the air by letting the leaf fall In an

evacuated space, we see that with respect to gravitation, its fall Is the

same as that of a stone... By means of the artificial occurrences of

planned experiments, the complex occurrence of nature is thus analyzed Into

its components."

Using distillation, isolated independent variables can be manipulated and

their interactions determined. Unfortunately, the frequency of interactions

between political, social, and psychological variables Is so great as to

place a limit on the usefulness of this approach for the eperimenta&l study

of any socio-psychological processes.

Psychologists are particularly fond of applying this mthod to the study of

human behavior. An exaple taken from a recent article by do Rivem,

published in the American Psychologist (5). illUstzates the nature of this

method and its weaknesses as well. In this article do Rivera describes the

following experiment undertaken by tvo of his students.
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Consider the following situation. Two subjects are seated at a table. They

each have a stack of chips representing their military resources. In the

center of the table is a third stack of chips representing available arms.

Subjects may take a chip from this third stack or discard one into it. Each

subject also has a "red" button. The experimental conditions are as follows:

1. If either subject pushes the "red" button, the one with the

fever chips loses and must spend an amount of extra time in the

laboratory equal to the number of chips remining. Punishment is

thus directly proportional to the amount of armament held by the

loser, and an arms race is encouraged by the fear that no matter

how nany chips a subject has# he my still lose.

2. A loud, ticking clock constantly reminds subjects of another B)
variable, i.e., "time is running out." The game may end at any

minute, and when it does, both sides lose and =at devote extra

time in the lab in proportion to the number of chips each has

remaining. The inevitability of "disaster" as a function of

time encourages "disarmament" or the casting-out of chips.

In reporting the results, de Rivers states: "Of 12 pairs of subjects, only f
2 pairs managed to disarm without a war. Most subjects vent into an arm

race. If one subject tries to disarm gradually, the other often becomsI
suspicious and pushes his button as soon as he is ahead."
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This experiment is a good example of the use of distillation in the social

sciences. It is a method which allows reasonably tight control of variables

and is inexpensive. On the other hand, it is difficult to relate these

results to the "real" world except by analogy.

Distillation and aggregation may be used in combination. But whichever of

these two techniques is used singly or in combination, the ultimate question

is still the same: Has the "real" system been so violated by the experimental

technique that there is not a reasonable degree of isomorphism between model

and reality? Or in simplen terms, does the system being measured have

sufficient relationship to the one in which we are interested to allow us

to make useful predictions about the real world?

The answer to this question is commonly assessed by determing (where

possible) the reliability and validity of the experimental technique used.

Establishing reliability involves determining the extent to which a technique

provides consistent measurements. Establishing validity involves the

determination of the extent to which a technique measures what it purports

to measure. A technique my enjoy great reliability but very little validity.

A technique is never completely reliable or unrelable, coMletely valid or

invalid; they are only more or less reliable, and more or less valid.

III. FIVE RESARCH TECMIQMI2

Although It may seem Incongruous, It is gradually becoming &pparent that

methods currently being used to study var my profitably be apliAed to the
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study of the control and prevention of war. Problems of peace and war, mil-

itary and political strategy, have many characteristics in common including

complex interactions of elusive social-psychological variables, experimental

control difficulties, etc. During the past decade. various military organi-

zations have attempted to apply new techniques to the solution of old

problems. While most of these techniques are firmly rooted in the past,

going back at least to the 1Tth Century, recent developments have had a

marked effect on the possibility of their more general applicability,

particularly the use of high speed digital computers. Let us examine both

the techniques and their historical antecedents in an effort to isolate

some of their advantages and disadvantages.

In addition to the more traditional experimental methods of which do Rivera's

study is an example, there are at least five general techniques available

today for the study of such complex socia34 political, and economic

problems as those of war and peace. These are:

1. Individual and Group Planning

2. Scenarios

3. Crisis Games

4. Symbolic Simulation

5. Environmental Simulation

Individual and Group Planning. Prior to the 17th Century, strategic planning

was carried on by individuals and/or groups. It is a commonly noted fact

that individuals and organized groups tend to be partisan; their perceptions
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are determined by their past experience, motivations, and social groups; and

it is often difficult for them to project themselves into the role of others.

Indeed, under some circumstances, projection is very dangerous. For the

individual, "thinking like one's opponent" threatens the logic of one's

own position and disturbs the entire fabric of one's thought. Individuals,

therefore, tend to reorganize their ideas to fit their existing modes of

thought and not vice versa. Projection may be dangerous in the group situa-

tion as well; the individual who thinks like "the opponent" in the presence

of his peers may be seen by those around him to be in sympathy with out-

siders. Thus, individual and group planning is often controlled by psycho-

logical and social pressures which encourage the selective and biased con-

sideration of particular ideas.

One strategy for minimizing such selectivity is for the group to encourage

"role playing" and for the individual to force himself to see the world

from the point of view of others. Role playing is at best only a partial

solution for its success depends primarily upon our ability to see ourselves

as others see us and to see others as they see themselves--a very difficult

thing to do.

A second problem with individual and group planning is the inability of

individuals to clearly visualize alternatives and constraints. In the

early history of war gaming, this problem led to the development of chess-

type boards and sand tables. Today, the need to visualize alternatives has

resulted in the construction of complex models (both physical and abstract)
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for simulating force structures, economies, etc. Let us consider for & moment

the evolution of some of the early ideas which influenced the subsequent

development of war, political, business, and peace games. (See Figure 1.)

Efforts to motivate officers to "role play" realistically led to the develop-

ment of other aids for lending realism to games. Elaborate rules were

developed for the calculation of such factors as troop movement, fatigue,

effects of fire, and casualties. At first, many of the calculations were

purely theoretical, but gradually the inventors of new games turned to

empirical data derived from actual battles to construct their tables. Games

following this tradition generally fall into the class known as Rigid

Kriegspiel. In view of the lack of sophisticated data processing equipment

available at the time, it is not surprising that Rigid Kriegapiel was seldom

played according to the rules and was frequently disliked by officers

required to play it. In describing Livermore's American Kriegspiel, for

example, Sayre (22) states: "It may be confidently stated that Colonel

Livermore's system is the best of its class, but it cannot readily and

intelligently be used by anyone who is not a mathematician, and it,.rfquires,

in order to be able to use it readily, and amount of experience, instruction,

study, and practice about equivalent to that necessary to acquire a sure

knowledge of a foreign language."

Its critics pointed out that the rules were not only tedious and difficult

to learn, but caused inordinate delays in the conduct of the game so that

both continuity and interest were lost. Many of the objections to Rigid 4
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COMPUTERE KRIEGSPIEL

ENVIRONMENTAL SYMBOLIC CRISIS
SIMULATION SIMULATION SCENARIOS GAMES

FIGUR 1. Sam Alternative Methods for Studying Arno. Control and theiLr
Antcedents
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Kriegspiel have now vanished as a consequence of the development of the

general purpose digital computer, and computerized war games tend to be in

the tradition of Rigid Kriegspiel. New objections, however, have risen in

their stead, having to do with the assumptions and values buried in the

programs of the computer.

Free Kriegspiel, which is generally identified with Meckel and Von Verdy,

was a protest against the formality of Rigid Kriegspiel. Its proponents

argued that Rigid Kriegspiel was "too great a strain on the patience." Free

Kriegspiel relied o the judgement of experienced officers for the conduct

of the game and decisions regarding rates of troop movement, casualties, etc.

Its opponents pointed to the inevitable problems associated with getting f
reliable and valid judgments under such conditions, but Free Kriegspiel

took hold and was the more widely played of the two until after World War n.

These two streams of thought (Rigid and Free Kriegspiel) have led to the

development of the remaining four approaches to the study of strategic

planning. In discussing these, the distinctions and similarities between

the Free and Rigid Kriegsplel are well worth keeping in mind. Arguments

for using empirical data and fixed decision rules parallel those of the

Rigid Kriegspiel; arguments for employing experts, however, do not have to

do with expediting the game since, as indicated, such arguments are no

longer as valid as they were before the invention of the digital computer.

Instead they are related to the general problem of preserving the rage,

comp!. .xity, and richness of variables when problems of this scope are studied.
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Scenarios. Even if one is able to achieve a degree of objectivity and see

the world as his opponent sees it; and even if one is able to visualize

most of the alternatives, a third serious problem presents itself for the

individual and group planners. Namely, what conditions and constraints

determine the point of departure for planning and the subsequent play of

the game? How is the universe of discourse to be controlled? One very

effective way of doing this is through the use of scenarios. Scenarios

are often used as game aids or they may be used as a self-contained technique

for studying a particular problem. As aids, they provide a point of

departure and focus the attention of participants on a particular set of

problems throughout the problem-solving period.

But in addition, the task of writing a detailed scenario can, in and of

itself, be a very useful and productive exercise. Herman Xhn has described

two scenarios of this kind in his most recent book (12). When seen as an

aid to thought, particularly for the development of new hypotheses which

might not otherwise be noted, the technique can be quite useful. Like the

more sophisticated games in which they are often used, scenarios raise

numerous questions regarding the interactions of complex social, psychological,

political and military factors. Because a scenario describes a hypothetical

series of events, pcssible consequences of a given course of action become

more apparent and planners of. events are forced to deal with problem whIch,

for the social and psychological reasons previously discussed, an Individual

for a group might other wise avoid. The violent and emotional uproar created
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by Kahn's efforts to trace out in this way the consequences of various kinds

of conflict in his book, "On Thermonuclear War" (11), illustrates how power-

ful these social-psychological forces can be when accepted modes of thinking

are seriously disturbed by unconventional ideas.

Crisis Games. Individuals acting alone can develop scenarios. Crisis games.

on the other hand, require two or more "actors" who play the role of aggregated

real-life counterparts, such as the U.S.A. or the U.S.S.R., NATO or the Warsaw

Pact Countries. A key element in crisis ge tng is role playing. At the

simplest level, no effort is made to simulate the environment in detail.

Both the Germans and Japanese are known to have used crisis games prior to

World War II. Eric Yon Manstein reports in some detail on a political-

military game played by German officers and civilian diplomatic officials

prior to World War II. Von Manstein is quoted by Goldhamer and Spier (7)

regarding the value of the game: "We had the impression also that the

gentlemen from the foreign office to whom such playing-through of possible

conflicts seemed to be completely novel, were thoroughly convinced of the

value of the game."

Rear Admiral ZAcharias, who lived for many years in Japan prior to World

War II, reports that similar crisis games were played by Japanese military

leaders (25)0 and further evidence regarding the conduct of such gam&e was

introduced at the Tokyo War Crimes Trials.

0)
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One of the most serious problems in connection with such games lies in the

efforts of individual actors to portray highly aggregated entities such as

nations, military blocs, or even nature. This criticism, as we have already

noted in connection with the work of Abt (1), can also be leveled against

similar mathematical games played without human participants. Advocates of

the analytic approach sometime cite their clearly defined assumptions as

almost prima facie evidence for the superiority of mathematical and computer-

ized games over crisis games employing human actors. The belief that the

validity of one approach vis a vis another can be decided by "the elegance

of the method" is not particularly compelling.

Furthermore, one should not underestimate the degree of precision demanded

by crisis games. When experts are assembled together and given sharply

defined roles, explicit statcments of their assumptions will be required

to defend their arguments and actions (7). Out of these confrontations

frequently come new ideas and hypotheses which may later be examined by

individual or group analysis.

Symbolic Simulation. Simulation for the purpose of studying political and

social phenomena involves ihe construction of models and the movement of

models through time. When one uses symbolic simulation, the models are

either logical or mathematical. If the construction of models for symbolic

simulation involves the incorporation of strictly mechanical and stochastic

processes, precise definition of variables is generally possible. It may,

however, involve symbolic representations of human behavior or human
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organizations in which case the problem is far less manageable. Although it

is very difficult to establish criteria for determining when symbolic ola-

ulation is appropriate for studies of this kind, something can be said

about when it is not appropriate to use symbolic simulation.

However powerful the method or machines, real-world alternatives cannot

be predicted or evaluated if we are unable to define precisely the relevant

variables and their interactions, and operationally relate them to the real

world. Cause and effect relationships must be known. Human interactions

pose a particularly serious problem in this regard. Where human behavior in

a system is routinized and rigidly bounded, the use of symbolic simulation

may be appropriate. To the extent that human behavior is not so routinized

or bounded, it becomes less predictable and doubt arises regarding the

utility of symbolic simulation.

It is sometimes argued that symbolic simulation provides new "insights"

for those involved in the construction and employment of the models, and it

seems reasonable to suppose that this is, indeed, the case. If this ls the

purpose, however, the criteria for evaluating symbolic simulation change.

If the objective is "training," rather than predictive efficiency, one would

want to know, for example, who is being trained, whether transfer wilLbe

positive or negative, and whether this method is more efficient than others.

Environmental Simulation. When the de Rivers experiment was described

(Section II). it was emphasized that experiments of this kind used a process
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called "distillation" to reduce the number of variables being studied in the

hopes of isolating general relationships. With respect to the distillation

process, it was also stated that interactions in human affairs are so per-

vasive as to place limits on the usefulness of this approach for developing

generalizations about the real world. While the classical experimental

method involves distillation or the abstracting away of coplexity, environ-

mental simulation involves efforts to preserve the complexity of the

environment. In environmental simulation, the experimenter seeks to maintain

the richness and variety of the environment and allows human participants

to respond to a situation which resembles as nearly as possible "real-life."

Both the more traditional psychological experiment of de River& and environ-

mental simulation involve measuring decisions made by humans--one in an

abstract environment which bears little resemblance to the real-life

situation, the other in a more complete replica of its real-life counter-

part.

There are a number of exasples of this kind of simulation including studies

by Guetzkow (8), Kennedy (13), and Chapman et al (3). An arms control

study using environmental si-1lation was conducted by Carpenter and the

author soa monts ao0.
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This study highlighted some of the differences between the more traditional

experimental approach, as exemplified by de Rivera's experiment, and

1environmental simulation. It was designed to manually test the feas-

ibility of building a more complex computerized version of the arms control

game. But before describing the game in detail, it may be worthwhile to

pause and consider the kind of problem it is designed to study.

Both the U.S.A. and U.S.S.R. are required to make regular decisions regarding

the allocation of their resources. In doing this, each nation responds to

intelligence about the other. Any arms control agreement signed in the

near future would presumably contain provisions for changes in the behavior

of both countries (arms controls) and a means of determining whether such 4
changes had indeed taken place (inspection). Numerous information channels

would provide the two nations with information about one another. The

treaty would probably allow some degree of formal inspection, perhaps by

on-site observers and/or by aerial over-flights or other techniques. In

addition, intelligence would be received from more informal and sometimes

1. The description of an arms control game which follows is taken in large
part from a paper by P. B. Carpenter and R. H. avis entitled, "Arm Control
Simulation: An Dupirical Approach." This paper was presented at the meetings
of the American Psychological Association in September 1962 at St. Louis, Mo.
In an effort to construct an economical version of the game, Many of the
required models were greatly sinplified; details of a more cozlete and
somewhat different version of this game may be found in lavis et al (4).

()
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even routine channels such as attache reports, newspaper articles, tourist

observations, etc.

When these assumptions are tied together, the general pattern which emerges

is one of dynamic interaction. Since arms control agreements, of necessity,

would be implemented over a period of years, the picture is one of two or

more nations gradually modifyin% their economies and military forces as a

consequence of their confidence, or lack of confidence, in the intentions

of other nations. If one could construct suitable data base representing

the military, production, and manpower resources of each of the countries,

it would be possible to study the kinds of decisions made by national

leaders and their consequences as a function of various treaty provisions.

One key provision would deal with the inspection resources permitted to

each side. In addition to treaty-provided inspection. other more informal

sources of intelligence do exist. The optimal use of these two kinds of

intelligence resources is, of course, very critical. Thus, for example, if

the treaty allowed 20 on-site inspections and 7 aerial over-flights per

year, decisions regarding use of these intelligence allotments, along with

an analysis of informal inputs, would have a direct bearing on the question

of whether or not cheating would be detectable and possible counter-

actions that might be taken. An adequate gam--particularly one with a

large enough data base--could be used to study the kinds of decisions

made for various treaty provisions and the consequences of these decisions.
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During the course of this game, experimenters are interested in two kinds of

behavior: the way in which each side modifies its data base as a consequence

of intelligence received, and the way in which each side expends its treaty-

provided intelligence resources.

Since the construction of a data base describing in detail the military, {
industrial, and human resources of both the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A. would be

a very expensive undertaking, we decided to devise a more modest version

consisting only of military force units.

A Blue team (U.S.A.) was organized. This team consisted of three subjects,

all of whom were charged with making decisions which they felt were in the 0
best interest of their country: a national leader, a military leader, and

a civilian leader. The military leader had, in addition, the responsibility

for keeping the country safe from an expected or a surprise attack; the

civilian leader had the additional responsibility of spurring the economy

through tax cuts or other measures all of which depended upon disarmaent

for funding.

In order to conserve manpower and to provide experimental control, decisions

of the Red team (U.S.S.R.) were scripted to follow precisely the provisions

of a disarmament proposal. That is, Red complied with all treaty provisions.

Since there were no direct contacts between the two teams, the passive

nature of Red and its compliance strategy were unknown to Blue. The general

structure of this game is illustrated in Figure 2. Observers monitored the * ,

game from an adjacent room. Using special aids and a desk calculator, they
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computed game results on a cycle-by-cycle basis.

The Blue team had the following basic tasks to complete during each cycle:

1. To review and evaluate the latest intelligence reports;

2. To review strategy;

3. To specify changes in the composition of their armed forces;

4. To assess the effects of changes on their strategic and limited

war capabilities vis-a-vis Soviet capabilities.

The models and game aids used were designed to create a high degree of

realism and to facilitate the play of the game. These included a disarm-

ament proposal, inventories of U.S. and Soviet armed forces, an aggregated

economic model, an intra-country conflict model, and inter-country Conflxct. 4)
model, assessment models of limited war strength and strategic war strength,

and finally, an intelligence model.

The disarmament proposal imposed on this game was a highly abstracted

version of the proposal that President Kennedy presented to the U.N. in

September 1961. This proposal called for reduction of weapons and of

nuclear delivery systems through three phases.

The U.S. weapon systems inventory contained a list identified by name or

number, e.g., the 101st Airborne Division. Identification numbers did not

necessarily refer to their real-life counterparts. These system were

aggregated to the division, wing, squadron, or capital ship level. Acquisition

and maintenance costs for each system were listed and entered into the

operation of the economic model.
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The Soviet weapon system inventory contained a list identified by number

to the same degree of aggregation as for the U.S. weapon systems.

The economic model was aggregated, dealing with the Blue team's Gross

National Product, its rate of growth, and the tax base.

The intra-country conflict model established the roles of the three players

on the U.S. team as described above. In addition, a payoff pool was created

to enhance both team motivation and individual competition within a team.

Players could enlarge the payoff pool at a specified rate by disarming or by

using money saved from disarmament to stimulate economic growth at a rate

faster than expected. The national leader automatically received 1/3 of the

payoff pot. The military and civilian leaders divided the remainder of the

payoff pot according to how well each played his role. The more military

force retained by the team, the larger the +military leader's share of the

pot and the less received by the civilian leader. Conversely more and

faster disarmament increased the civilian leader's payoff and 'reduced the

reward. for the military leader. Even under these mild motivational

circumstances, the civilian leader seemed to regard the competing military

leadjr as a warmonger, and the military leader seemed to see the cometing

civilian leader as soft on national security.

Preparing subjects to participate in the game took a half day of training.

One of the concepts most difficult to comnicate was the notion that this

was a non-zero sum games Possible outcomes were relative stability and
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moderate to high payoff to both teams; or instability, nuclear war, and

virtually no payoff to either team. Description of the inter-country

conflict model may clarify this point.

The outcome of the inter-country conflict model was partly determined by the

actions of players and partly stochastic. Subjects had major control over

the occurrence of strategic war in that the probability of strategic war

increased with each game cycle that the arms level increased or remained

constant. Strategic war also would occur in the event of gross differences

in force structure (instabilities). This was left undefined to subjects,

but was arbitrarily set at a 100% difference in force capability. The

occurrence of a strategic war had the immediate effect of reducing the

value of all game assets, military and economic, by 50%. (The payoff pot

was also reduced by 50%). Then the remaining strategic war capabilities

were subtracted from one another. This difference was added to the victor

and subtracted from the loser. Thus, the cost of strategic war was inordinatei

but victory. while Pyrrhic, remained more desirable than defeat. Occurrence

of strategic war also ended the game after these prior calculations had

been made.

The occurrence of limited war was not under the control of the team. Limited

wars occurred by chance and at any time. The cost of limited war was only

10% of the military assets. Limited war also required a confrontation

between the limited war strength of the two team with the stronger tam

gaining and the weaker team losing the difference between their respective

limited war strengths. 0
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The assessment of strength inherent in different military postures is very

difficult and remains contentious. Resolution of this issue became critical

to the game because the key concepts of stability and Instability necessitated

an assessment procedure. Our solution (2) to this problem was to have 100

weapon system experts rank the relevant weapon systems for utility, once for

strategic war and once for limited war. Scaling techniques were then used

to place these weapon systems on equal interval scales, one for strategic

war and one for limited war. These scales were the basis for our military

assessment models (Figures 3 and 4). After taking into account differing

utility for any particular weapon as the numbers of that weapon increased,

sumrIng the values of all the weapons in the inventory provided a single

value for either strategic or limited war capability.

In designing :this game, ,a number of possible independent variables were

taken into consideration. These included -the disarmament proposal, with

attendant details such as the level of disarmament and the possible phasing

of it; intelligence with its attendant details such as quantity, quality,

frequency, and source; and subject instruction with regard to strategies,

tactics, treaty observations, and intra-team conflicts. These variables

were held at constant values throughout our several games except for the

amount of intelligence available to the team.

The intelligence model provided two different kinds of intelligence, covert

and treaty directed. The covert intelligence reports occurred every other

cycle and contained mostly, general information. Treaty directed infomtion,

the second kind of intelligencep was the only independent variable which
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was varied. One run of the game employed a high information condition which

identified 10 active and 10 disarmed units from the Soviet armed forces.

Another run of the game employed a low information condition which identified

only five active and five inactive units from the Soviet armed forces.

The game described here represents an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary

development. The present version is at least the third. Our last effort

with this version was to run several feasibility exercises. Analysis of

these exercises indicates that this version of the game is internally con-

sistent, has "face" validity, at least, and is quite playable. Furthermore,

it does not require extensive facilities or a computer, although use of a

computer would permit faster play with more complex and adequate models.

The present version of the game was run twice, once with high information

available and once with low information available, so it is apparent that

the results cannot be generalized although they do provide stimulation for

thought.

The top line of Figure 5 describes the effects of the disarmamnt of the

low information U.S. team on their strategic war capability. This team,

with its limited information, remained quite distrustful of the Red team,

particularly of their limited war capability. They adopted a strategy of

disarming very slowly overall by reducing strategic capability moderately

and replacing much of the lost strategic capability with liited war

capability.

IE
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FIGURE 5. Strategic War Strength Plotted as a Function of Game Cycles for
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The bottom line of Figure 5 describes the effects of high information on the

U.S. team's disarmament of their strategic war capability. This team became

convinced that the Red team was disarming honestly and in accordance with

treaty specifications. The U.S. team became concerned that its good

intentions might not be recognized by the Red team. To meet the objective

of conawnicating their sincerity, this team disarmed much more rapidly than

vas called for by the disarmament proposal. According to the provision of

the inter-nation conflictt these conditions led to strategic var.
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The top line of Figure 6 describes the effects of the low information U.S.

team's disarmament on their limited war capability. Continued suspicion

and intransigence on the part of this team resulted during cycle 17 in a

military posture that was twice Soviet capability for strategic or limited

var, and thereby vas responsible, according to our inter-country conflict

model, for a strategic war.

The bottom line of Figure 6 describes the effects of the high information

U.S. team's disarmament on their limited war capability. By coincidence

again on cycle 17, the consequences of this team's strategy resulted in the 0
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to keep in mind, however$ the fact that the game described was conducted

without replications and focused on the question of feasibility--not validity.

The validity problem remains unresolved for both games.

The relationship of all of these methods, scenarios, crisis gaming, symbolic

simulation, and environmental simulation to one another has already been

discussed (Figure 1). Free Kriegspiel has led to the development of

scenarios and crisis games as self-contained approahes to the problem.

Rigid Kriegspiel has led to environmental and symbolic simulation. When

scenarios and crisis role playing are seen as aids, rather than methods,

they may both be used during environmental simulation; and scenarios my be

used during symbolic simulation.

IV. THE EMOTIONAL ELEMNT

The previous sections have implied that acceptability and meaningfulness

depend almost exclusively upon logical and objective consideration. hLis is

probably never the case.

An emotional element influences every jadgment we make. William James (10)

has used the term "live" and "dead" to distinguish between hypotheses which

conform to our view of the world and those which do not.2 We tend to dis-

2. James considered a hypothesis as "anything that may be proposed to our
belief."
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believe or reject facts, theories, methods, and hypotheses which violate our

established modes of thought. In the struggle to deal with the complexities

of international relations, even scientists--trained in the difficult art of

objectivity--tend to simplify problems by forcing them into established and

accepted patterns of thought--a tendency which Osgood (19) calls "psycho-

logic." To Western man, for example, the question of the divine origin of

Mohammed holds little interest; it is, in James's words, a'lead hypothesis."

Similarly, for many contemporary scientists the ideas of "extra-sensory

perception," "reincarnation," and even "enduring peace" are "dead hypotheses."

For many of us, the applicability of a particular method, such as simulation

or modeling, to the study of so complex an issue as arms control is a "dead"

hypothesis.

One way of determining the degree to which a hypothesis is alive or dead

in the mind of the man who entertains it may be to measure the time he is

willing to devote to it. If such a time scale has any veracity at all,

many of us apparently have far less confidence in the viability of our

arms control suggestions and ideas than we would care to openly admit.

V. CONCWUSIONS

What conclusions can be drawn from this array of potentially useful methods

for studying arms control? Are any ,of them really satisfactory? The

answers to these questions depend almost entirely upon our ability to resolve

the validity issue and this has not been done. For the purpose of prediction

and evaluations at least, no one of the techniques described is, in my opinion,
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adequate; not one of them can be operationally traced back to the bedrock

of reality and their utility for prediction and evaluation is therefore

questionable. Does this mean we should abandon all attempts to game such

complex political problems? Not at all. For one thing, there is no reason

to believe that the more traditional approaches to planning are necessarily

better than simulation and gaming. Although simulation will probably never

supplant traditional methods of individual and group planning it can suppli-

ment them.

The validity prOblem remains the most difficult one of all and because it

is so crucial, we cannot ignore it much longer. As a minimum, it should be

possible to test one method against another in order to determine whether

they produce similar results. Furthermore, it seems reasonable to suppose

that symbolic simulation could be tested against environmental simulation.

It should be easier to predict the results of an environmental simulation

using analytic techniques than the outcome of a similar set of events in

the real world. Inputs to environmental simulation games are precisely

defined by comparison with the real world. Assessment and other models

exist and are readily available for symbolic simulation. Surely predicting

the outcome of a laboratory run under such conditions should be easier using

symbolic simultion than predicting events in the real world where inputs

and models can only be surmised.

But all of this assumes a coordinated effort; it assumes that someone,

some',here has the resources and authority to study the relationship of 4)
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isolated research projects to one another in order to determine their

reliability, their validity, and their hierarchal relationships.

We should undertake studies of this kind not for the answers they will

provide today, but because such studies may lead to better methods for solving

problems tomorrow. Indeed, the great value of methodology , per se is that

it is devoid of specific contents; it is a means to a solution which--once

perfected--can be used over and over again for a variety of problems.

Although our understanding of the stars began with speculation and contem-

plation, tools, techniques, and methods made a systematic science out of

stargazing. To develop the tools and methods needed for the scientific

study of arms control will be expensive; but it is difficult to point to

a more deserving or crucial problem in the world today. Surely, we can

find the necessary resources and ingenuit7 to solve it.
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